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The squabbling Norse gods and goddesses of Runemarks are back! And there's a feisty new

heroine on the scene: Maggie, a girl the same age as Maddy but brought up a world apart - literally,

in World's End, the focus of the Order in which Maddy was raised. Now the Order is destroyed,

Chaos is filling the vacuum left behind...and is breaching the everyday world. A chilling prophecy

from the Oracle. A conflict between two girls. And with just twelve days to stave off the Apocalypse,

carnage is about to be unleashed...
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Starred Review, Publishers Weekly (circ: 34,456), November 19, 2007: "[Harris] creates a glorious

and complex world replete with rune-based magical spells, bickering gods, exciting adventures and

difficult moral issues." "From the Hardcover edition."

Joanne Harris is the author of the Whitbread-shortlisted Chocolat (made into a major film starring

Johnny Depp and Juliette Binoche), Five Quarters of the Orange, The Lollipop Shoes and

Blue-Eyed Boy, amongst others. She lives in Huddersfield, Yorkshire, with her husband and

daughter.

I loved the first book, Runemarks, and this sequel was well worth staying up late to finish. I might

enjoy the jokes more if I were more familiar with the Norse legends. Still, delights were to be had.

My favorite god was Lucky/Loki, better known in the US as Coyote, the Trickster, the archetypal Bad



Boy, and Odin All father, Old One-Eye, the General, the Grandfather. I liked them best because they

were beloved by Maddie, the young female narrator whose life and adventures expand beyond her

wildest dreams, despite their shenanigans.

I ordered this book for my 14 year old son who had read the first book (actually 3 times) and was

eagerly awaiting book number 2. Since he got this for Christmas he's been up late at night reading

and loves it.

Love this series, it's interesting and fun, worth reading indefinitely if you read and enjoyed

Runemarks.

Just what I wanted and quick, inexpensive delivery.

Another home run!! Loved this and hope there are more to come!!!

Carefull what you dream, it might come true...

Great book

Long awaited 2nd book, I am enjoying this so far!It will be a great series! -Yes I would recommend

this book to everyone
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